Child Inspired Gardens
“Princesses are nice but a little mean, sometimes they yell at the prince”....Skye
"Sad plant because the leaves are frowning. The leaves are turned upside down." --Taylor
“A mermaid is like water—like that painting”...Mari
“For it to be scary it has to be crooked, old, and falling apart.” Skyler
"The fish live in the water and mermaid's live in the water, the fish should go in the Mermaid Garden" -- Anela
“If we hang the plants upside down it will look like bats!”
—William
"This is a scary plant, too many leaves, that's why it's scary." Tyler
"The trunk is twisted, that's why it's scary"-- Daniel
"It's a beautiful flower and it stands out from the branches"

Lillia
"This plant goes in the spooky garden because the stem makes scary shadows" — Pono
"Pokeys keep the plant safe from coyotes" — Hadyn
"It's pointy, it's a bad guy" -- Jojo
“A haunted garden would be dark but a little bit light.” Vegas
"It's interesting since it grows this — this, that—that directions."
— Ayden
"The red leaf reminded me of Superman's cape"--Luca
"That flower looks like the trumpet they blow for the princess to walk in." -- Kensington